
 
THE UNIVERSITY OF STIRLING STUDENTS UNION 
15/10/2019 
Sports Union Executive Committee  
Minutes  
 
There will be a meeting of the Sports Union Executive Committee on the 15th October 2019 in the Cottrell 
4B96 at 10:00. In order to ensure the meeting is kept to time please ensure all attached papers are read in 
advance. Apologies should be emailed to alban.dickson@stir.ac.uk. 
 
1 IN ATTENDANCE 
 
1.1 Members Present 
  

Gill Thayne  GT  Sports Union President 
Rowan Johnston RJ  Sports Union Communications Officer  
Natasha Love  NL  Club President Representative 
Hope Murray  HM  Health & Wellbeing Officer  
Laura van Ransbeke LR  Student Representative 
Craig Stephen  CS  Participation and Engagement Officer 
James Thomson JT  Student Representative 
Conor Watt  CW  Club President Representative 
 

1.2 In Attendance 
 
 Cathy Gallagher CG  Director of Sport, University of Stirling 
  
1.3 Observers 
 
             Alban Dickson  AD  Sport Development Coordinator  
 
1.4 Apologies 
 

 
1.5 Absent without Apologies  
 

Tash Miller  TM  Club President Representative 
 
2 MATTERS ARISING 
             
3 ADOPTION OF MINUTES 
 
4 CHALLENGES TO ORDER PAPER 
 
5 RESIGNATIONS AND ELECTIONS 
 

GT Elections coming up for Non-Traditional Students Officer and Union President amongst 
other roles. 

 
6 DATES TO NOTE 
  

6.1 Students Union Election 
 

GT Voting in on several positions including Union President. Womens Lacrosse currently the 
most engaged voting Sports Club. 
 

6.2 Mens Football Scottish Cup Fixture 
 

GT Mens Football have a fixture in 2nd Round of the Scottish Cup, with Womens Football 
competing later that week. Trying to get as much support as possible 
 

6.3 Sports Zone (28th November) 
 



GT Additionally meant to have a Coaching Forum this Thursday, but cancelled due to a lack 
of coaching details from clubs. Please encourage peers to pass on details. 
 

7 REPORTS 
 
 7.1 Sports President 
 

GT Coordinating with Chris Purdie around Gender Based Violence training provided by 
Graham Goulden. Last week was Scotland’s Climate Week, something I am passionate 
about, including announcement of Stirling being the first carbon neutral Students Union in 
the UK. Working on Challenge Yourself, as covered later in the agenda. Plenty of photo 
opportunities such as the Scottish Student Sport Presidents Forum, where we are 
collectively tackling initiations. This will cover providing guidance, to create a sector-wide 
approach on the issue. Also working with clubs and fixtures; a very good start to the BUCS 
season. Looking to tomorrow, many fixtures on campus so please get out and about to 
support our teams. 

 
 7.2 Health Promotions Officer 

 
HM Working towards Wellness Wednesdays, starting tomorrow thanks to donation of fruit from 

my work. However, still needing a room to be booked. Sexual health awareness and then 
exam stress care are other activities coming up. 

 
 7.3 Sports Union Communications Officer 

 
RJ Finished Give it a Go video, one minute long, and perhaps putting it out this week 

(Thursday 17th). Fixtures schedule keeping us busy. 
GT Posters outlining fixtures are very easy to follow.  

 
 7.4 Participation & Engagement Officer 
 

CS Since last meeting have had two sessions of the Social Club; Ultimate Frisbee and Squash. 
One of them was not successful as the club did not show up. Struggling to have new people 
show up and join in. If willing, please pass on the message to your clubs as it would be 
great to have more people coming along. If anyone wishes to help, I would appreciate extra 
pairs of hands (promoting events). 

GT Will make you admin for directly posting on Sports Union social media. Is anyone willing to 
help? 

CW Happy to share posts with Muay Thai page. 
 

8 DISCUSSION & DECISION TOPICS 
 

8.1 Sports Union Equipment Fund Applications 
 

8.1.1 Baseball - £270 
 
GT Baseball now have 10 paid members, £380 in their account. I think it was agreed 

that we wanted to see how much they had in terms of resource and equipment. 
The club were originally uncertain about their budget but have hosted a successful 
Social Club session. 

CS How much were individual items again? I would say cover the cost of the helmets 
and half of the gloves. 

CW So looking to match their contribution 
 

Award of £150. Passed 5 in favour, 3 abstentions. 
 

8.1.2 Netball - £460 
 
CW Can they be disqualified due to the safe condition of their equipment? 
LR The club have elected an additional fundraiser to support my role on the Netball 

committee. Supporting coaching with club funds, but £1000 is required for 
equipment as all posts are damaged at present. The club definitely require at least 
two posts for BUCS fixtures. 



CW So padding and posts is required. Since we gave Baseball a lower amount we 
should consider that approach of matching club contributions. 

CS I’m inclined to give them the funding for all posts. 
HM I would agree on £300, for one set of posts. 

 
Voted on award of £460. 1 in favour. Rejected. 

Voted on award of £300. Passed 5 in favour, 3 abstentions 
 

8.1.3 Womens Hockey - £220 
 
CW Not required for playing the game, but about displaying the club in a professional 

light. How many playing strips can they buy with this amount? 
GT Would be buying 16 tops. 
LR A lot of money, exclusively for one club. This is just for tops? 
GT Only for tops. Being under contract with the kit supplier determines the price. 
HM  Other clubs have to buy their own kit. 
CW Nice to have, but not a necessity. 
GT I think this fund is to support necessities for clubs to function. 
 

Vote on making an award. Rejected, 7 against, 1 abstention. 
 

8.1.4 American Football - £1025 
 
CS To clarify, this is to receive five new helmets. What are their memberships like this 

year? 
GT 48 members at present. Some current helmets are not in great condition. Not 

everyone will have paid their memberships yet. 
CW They say they have 10 members with their own kit, and already have a supply of 

equipment. 
HM Can they not swap equipment when off the field? 
GT Difficult for training. 
CS They have bought seven so far, so why not fund for two or three. They have made 

the effort to apply to the fund. A lot of their recruitment is done by introducing new 
people to the sport. 

CW I would ask how many people will benefit from this kit investment. 
GT May be good to have cushion money in the fund, but this club have taken initiative 

and applied for early in the year. Do people want more information. 
HM Two feels comfortable as still £200 each, even one helmet would be better than 

nothing. 
LR Surely better to spend money and have it out on the playing field than holding back. 
JT A high performing team, one of the best at the University, with a lot of members 

(and equipment). 
NL They are wanting to reduce the shelf life of helmets to six or seven years. Could 

they not quite easily buy the rest of them? 
CS They will need new helmets, trying to be proactive about it by not waiting until they 

have to be exchanged. 
GT  Around the table looking to fund now. 
 

Voted on award of £200. Passed 4 in favour, 3 against, 1 abstentions 
 

8.1.5 Trampoline & Gymnastics - £250 
 
CW Required for competition, similar to Netball this is required to perform the actual 

sport. On board to award some money 
CS Would they be shared within the club? 
HM Should last a number of years. 
GT Should we consider giving two, for £160? 

 
Voted on award of £160. Passed 6 in favour, 2 abstentions 

 
8.1.6 Cricket - £175 

 
CW Not contributing anything towards the equipment, we should consider the most 

expensive piece of equipment. 



GT We have £660 left, if we are willing to give an award towards Cricket we could 
potentially fund the match balls and encourage fundraising for other elements. 
Club also have to hire venues off campus. 

CW After this award we can review others. Almost the least amount requested today. 
RJ Would give them the match balls, but the club could easily raise £50. 

 
Voted on award of £125. Passed 7 in favour, 1 abstentions 

 
8.1.7 Volleyball - £300 

 
GT Contribution of £110 from the club. 
RJ Do not have enough bags or carts at present. Previously equipment was damaged 

and broken beyond repair. The cart costs £80, a large square that folds and is 
portable. 

CW How much is each volleyball? What if we put in for three volleyballs, £250. 
RJ £50-60 per ball. Need for a bag for each ball. 
CS Where are we thinking? Contribution would be for the bag and cart, in return for 

the balls. 
NL Also a Tier 2 club, so deserving of this support. 

 
Voted on award of £250. Passed 6 in favour, 2 abstentions 

 
8.2 Sports Union Development Fund Applications 
 

8.2.1 Sub-Aqua - £785 
 
GT Went back to the club and met with Julia. All members have completed the training 

course. Four third years went on the course and the ratio of instructors are 1:2, to 
accommodate new members. 5 trained divers who will be leaving and there are 
also a number of adult volunteers who support the club. Requested additional 
information. 

CS Award of half, for each participant, which leads to £392.50 
CW I feel I have to abstain as Julia is a good friend of mine. 
GT Provided you are not a member of the club you are able to vote. 
CW Perfectly reasonable to award £390. 

 
Voted on award of £390. Passed 7 in favour, 1 abstentions 

 
8.2.2 Trampoline & Gymnastics - £260 

 
GT Requesting funding for a Level 2 course. 
HM Today the club cannot undertake training because there is no coach available, so 

cannot even set up the trampolines. 
CS This student has missed out on sportscotland funding. 
GT Which indicates that they have looked elsewhere for funding. 

 
Voted on award of £260. Passed 6 in favour, 1 abstentions 

 
 

8.2.3 Womens Hockey - £100 
 

GT Seeking support for umpiring courses. 
CW An investment if these students are in first year. 
NL Important that they get this, as usually asking others would incur a cost. 
CS Could consider an additional amount as their Equipment Fund was declined. 

 
Voted on award of £160. Passed 7 in favour, 1 abstentions 

 
8.3 Sports Union Development Fund Applications 
 

GT Usually four or five clubs apply to this pot of money. Dance and Polo are regulars 
to this fund. Keep in mind that other clubs may apply to this. The amount has gone 
up this year 

 



8.3.1 Dance - £1000 
 
GT Only 24 members at present, may require a membership check. So much of their 

funding will go back into their show and competitions. 
CS Usually would apply for money towards trips away to competitions. 
GT Agreement that the club will receive some support. 
RJ What are they buying that will cost so much? 
CS Quantity of costumes bought. 
CW After the show do they make a profit? 
GT It would appear so. 
CS Initial thought is that they should be awarded £750. Which is more than they got 

last year. 
CW I am inclined to support them on same terms as last year. 
LR Want to encourage more growth as a club. 

 
Voted on award of £600. Passed 6 in favour, 2 abstentions 

 
8.3.2 Polo - £930 

 
HM Helps get the visibility of the club out there. Hosting a tournament can make it more 

accessible. 
CS I think we are looking between £600-700. 
JT If they are hosting their own tournament do they not need to use St. Andrews? 
GT Similar arrangement to Golf, hosting a tournament elsewhere. 
CW Fir to cover the costs of fuel and transport, rather than entry fees. 
GT Funding of £621 being considered, for transport and accommodation? 
JT Do we plan to have more applications in the future? 

 
Voted on award of £600. Passed 6 in favour, 2 abstentions 

 
8.4 Challenge Yourself 

 
GT Looking to Challenge Yourself, as a month-long campaign throughout November. 

Working closely with Vice President Communities and looking to undertake an 
evaluation at the end of the project. £100 for top clubs (Sport & Communities) with 
£50 for best individual. Three main themes; creative, engaging and inclusivity. Let 
you know this will be launching around the 1st November. 

CW How do we get that message out there, expecting Presidents to take a lead? 
GT Yes, but will complement communication from the Sports Union and wider 

Students Union. 
LR Can we have a big emphasis on the competitive element to motivate getting people 

engaged. 
GT Discussed this at meetings. Want to put big emphasis on what can be gained. Can 

look to offer a spotlight on engaging and creative clubs. Last year Womens 
Lacrosse gained great content, including testimonials. 

CS Providing examples from previous winners to help guide activity. 
GT Calendar on Students Union website, covering Social Club activities and those 

offered up by clubs. By clubs popping activities on to the calendar they will be 
recognised as engaging. Students Union will also organise walks to sit amongst 
the schedule. Looking to make this a bigger thing by working with Clubs & 
Societies; suggesting walks and physical activity instead of meetings. Not too 
worried about Sport club engagement. 

 
8.5 Kit Provider Update 

 
GT Currently working with Dreamsport, looking to arrange meetings with clubs. 

 
9 ANY OTHER COMPETANT BUSINESS 
  
 GT Joined by Cathy Gallagher at 11am 

CG Director of Sport at the University of Stirling, engaging with GT to make Sport at the 
University of Stirling as brilliant as possible. Will provide some background as to priorities. 
Passion for student sport born out of Queens University in Belfast; chairperson, founder 
and secretary of various sport clubs during studies. This experience set the tone for the 



future. My ambition is to provide opportunities around competition for the University, 
supporting fixtures, taking lead roles on committee. Everything taken from the experience 
of student sport very important for later life. Relationship with the Sports Union is in a really 
good place, works on a governance level to not be joined up organisations. Working 
separately means it is important to have a shared understanding and keep communication 
lines open. Please bring any issues – and opportunities – to the table. From a club’s 
perspective you should receive the support you require. A year is a short time for priorities. 

 
 Areas for making impact in; club development (Tier 1, Tier 2 and family of 52 Sports Union 

clubs), the collegiality (supporting teams), improving operations (still utilising temporary 
facilities but working together to ensure a positive experience).  

 
 Recognise the different needs of clubs, some may only want to exist whilst others want to 

pursue excellent coaches and expansion. Working with Duty Officer team is important in 
achieving shared goals. Recently announced as Sports University of the Year, input of 
clubs very important to that accolade, this should be celebrated together. Looking forward 
to the opportunity of working with yourselves. 

 
 Yet again, another really good opportunity to work together. Great to see such a big team 

around the table. Hopefully, collectively, we can make this another really memorable year 
for student sport. 

GT May be helpful for the members to introduce themselves. Such a good mixture of clubs 
around the table; ranging from the big teams to the small teams. 

CW One question that arises every year relates to costs to members. How can we be inclusive 
around the paywall of Sports Centre membership? 

CG Reality is that there are costs attached to the Sports Centre. The University cannot afford 
to provide sport free of charge to all students. Being honest, not in the position to follow 
certain other institutions. We don’t look at different areas of the facilities in silos. Part of the 
bigger offering. 

CW How do I counter the arguments for those only using studio space for Muay Thai. 
CG The other model to look at is for facility charges upon each clubs, but would create a 

fractured system across clubs. We benchmark with other facilities around the sector. Sport 
has to be financially viable. 

JT Will the cost of the gym membership increase once the new facilities are completed? 
CG Need to find what is right for Stirling. Costs will increase, but not the extent of drastically 

doubling. Anticipating only 10-20% which would be. 
CW Would there be an impact of using temporary facilities 
CG Costs continue to rise, still believe it is fair. Membership prices haven’t gone up in 

approximately five years. We will take cognisance of student feedback to look at a new 
model. Student feedback is that it would be reasonable for costs to rise, but not at a 
unreasonable degree. 

 
10 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

 
 TBC 


